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Abstract

The modification of graphene band structure, in particular via induced spin-orbit

coupling, is currently a great challenge for the scientific community from both a funda-

mental and applied point of view. Here, we investigate the modification of the electronic

structure of graphene (gr) initially adsorbed on Ir(111) via intercalation of one mono-

layer Pd by means of angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional

theory. We reveal that for the gr/Pd/Ir(111) intercalated system, a spin splitting of

graphene π states higher than 200meV is present near the graphene K point. This

spin-separation arises from the hybridization of the graphene valence band states with

spin-polarized quantum well states of a single Pd layer on Ir(111). Our results demon-

strate that the proposed approach on the tailoring of the dimensionality of heavy ma-

terials interfaced with a graphene layer might lead to a giant spin-orbit splitting of the

graphene valence band states.
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Since the discovery of the exceptional electronic features of graphene (gr) a great challenge

for solid state physics and material science has been to expand its functionalities by the

introduction of novel properties.1–3 Recently, a strong attention has been devoted to the use

of graphene for spintronic applications, with the ultimate goal of manipulating the spin by

external electric field.2,3 In fact, being made by a light element such as carbon, graphene

presents an intrinsic weak spin-orbit interaction, while its enhancement is expected to pave

the way to a multitude of exotic phenomena, such as quantum spin Hall effect4,5 and possible

applications as spin injectors or spin filters.6,7

One of the most used approach to induce or/and enhance the spin-orbit interaction in

graphene has been by proximity with metallic compounds.8–19 In such a case two main

mechanisms can be at work: Rashba effect and induced spin-orbit interaction by direct

hybridization of the graphene π states with the valence band states of the metal. The

resulting spin-splitting is expected to present a different configuration depending on the

leading mechanism: a constant energy separation as a function of the wave vector in the

vicinity of the Dirac point of the graphene π states in the case of Rashba splitting, while an

energy and momentum dependent splitting for the graphene π states, with strong reduction

when approaching the Fermi energy (EF ), in the case of direct hybridization of the valence

band states of graphene and metal.2,20

Several studies have identified a spin separation of graphene bands when graphene is

supported on magnetic materials8–12,21 or on heavy metal compounds.13–19 The origin of

such spin splitting is not straight-forward. In the case of magnetic substrates, the binding

energy variation of the graphene π states upon magnetization reversal has been attributed

to Rashba effect for graphene on Ni,8–10 while spin splitting of these states was assigned to

hybridization between valence band states of graphene and Co.11,12 In the case of graphene

on heavy metals the situation is more complicated. While most of the studies performed

by means of spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy revealed spin splitting of the order of
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100meV in the vicinity of EF and attributed to direct carbon-substrate valence band states

hybridization,13,16–18 such behavior is not reproduced by other experimental techniques such

as non spin-resolved angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) with high energy-

and k-resolution, even in very high quality samples22–24 or scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) on very similar systems.25–27 Moreover these studies have been performed on systems

where the graphene-substrate interaction is relatively small (i. e. Au, Pt, and Ir). When

graphene is lying on such materials the average carbon-substrate distance is expected to

be well above 3Å, thus preserving the Dirac cone linear dispersion and preventing strong

valence band states hybridization effects.20 It has to be noticed that, so far, the scientific

effort has been focused on interfacing graphene with metals which possess strong (e. g., Co

and Ni) or weak (e. g., Au, Pt, Ir) interaction with carbon atoms.

In this manuscript we present a different approach focusing our attention on graphene

placed on Pd. In such a case the gr-Pd interaction lies in between to what is considered

strongly (e. g., C-Co interaction: 175meV/C-atom) and weekly interacting (e. g., C-Pt in-

teraction: 33meV/C-atom) having an expected interaction of 79meV/C-atom.28 We show,

by a combination of ARPES, STM, and density functional theory (DFT), that graphene

interfaced with one monolayer (ML) Pd on Ir(111) presents a giant spin-splitting of the π

states up to 200meV in the vicinity of EF and the Dirac point, resulting from the hybridiza-

tion between the graphene valence band states with the spin-split quantum well states of

Pd/Ir(111). These results show that our approach of using spin-polarized quantum well

states for graphene band engineering might lead to giant spin-splitting in the graphene va-

lence band. Details describing experimental and theoretical approaches used in the present

study as well as additional data are presented in the Supporting Information.

The top and side views of the gr/Pd/Ir(111) interface, obtained after structural opti-

mization in DFT calculations, are shown in Fig. 1 (a,b) where Pd atoms are placed above

Ir(111) assuming the pseudomorphic growth. Compared to the parent gr/Ir(111) system,
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Figure 1: (a) Top view of the crystallographic structure of gr/Pd/Ir(111). Blue rhombus
marks the unit cell. (b) Side view of the fully relaxed gr/Pd/Ir(111) interface is presnted
along the main diagonal of the big rhombus marked in (a) and is overlaid with electron density
difference map ∆ρ = ρgr/Pd/Ir−

(
ρgr + ρPd/Ir

)
. ∆ρ is colour coded as red (+3.5 e/nm3) – green

(0) – blue (−3.5 e/nm3). (c-e) Spin-resolved band structures of gr/Ir(111), gr/Pd/Ir(111),
and Pd/Ir(111), respectively, obtained after unfolding procedure and presented around the
K point of the (1×1) graphene-derived Brillouin zone (c,d) and Pd/Ir(111)-derived Brillouin
zone (e), respectively. The π and π∗ graphene bands are indicated.
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where a weakly corrugated (∆gr = 0.322Å) graphene layer is located at the mean distance

of d = 3.391Å from the metallic substrate,20 for the gr/Pd/Ir(111) intercalated system

a graphene layer is highly corrugated between 2.363Å and 3.094Å with a strongly reduced

mean distance between graphene and metallic support of 2.862Å. Such substantial reduction

of the gr-metal distance in the intercalated system leads to the modification of the electronic

structure of graphene that is reflected in the difference electron density map which is shown

in panel (b). Here we can notice the change of the doping sign for graphene (n-doping)

compared to the one for gr/Ir(111) (p-doping).29 Also the hybridization between grapheneπ

and Pd 4dz2 states is clearly visible at the HCP high-symmetry position of the gr/Pd/Ir(111)

interface. Such modifications in the crystallographic structure of graphene on Ir(111) upon

Pd-layer intercalation together with the strong induced spin-orbit interaction in Pd might

lead to the drastic changes in the spin configuration in graphene as shown below.

Figure 1 (c-e) summarizes the change of the graphene electronic structure during inter-

calation of 1MLPd in gr/Ir(111) (all presented spin-resolved results are obtained in DFT

calculations with spin-orbit interaction taken into account). According to the present re-

sults, graphene in gr/Ir(111) is weakly p-doped and the sizeable band-gap is opened for the

valence band states directly above EF as a result of hybridization of the graphene π and

Ir 5dz2 valence band states. Due to the relatively large average distance between graphene

and Ir(111) the induced spin-orbit interaction for the graphene π electrons is weak that

leads to the small spin-splitting of the π band in the vicinity of EF of only approximately

20meV.20

The intercalation of Pd in gr/Ir(111) complicates the electronic structure of the resulting

system (Fig. 1 (d) and Fig. S1 in Supporting Informations); however, the dispersion of the

graphene π bands in the vicinity of the K point can still be clearly recongnized allowing

the analysis of the spin topology of the valence band states. As can be seen, graphene is

n-doped in gr/Pd/Ir(111) thus its doping is reversed compared to the one of the parent
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gr/Ir(111) system. The interesting feature of graphene in the formed intercalation system is

the evolution of band gaps in the electronic spectrum of graphene. First of all, the large band

gap for graphene π states in gr/Ir(111), which is located directly above EF , is closed, meaning

that the intercalated Pd layer blocks the effective hybridization of the valence band states

of graphene and Ir. Secondly, the “huge” band gap of 600meV is opened for the graphene

π states directly at the K point. Also the lower branch of the graphene π band becomes

strongly spin-polarized demonstrating the relatively large k-dependent energy splitting of

50meV at the K point and 75meV at kΓK − k|| = 0.1Å−1.

The origin of the observed effects can be understood from the analysis of the electronic

structure of the gr/Pd/Ir(111) and Pd/Ir(111) systems unfolded on the Brillouin zone cor-

responding to the metallic substrate’s lattice (Fig. 1 (e) and Fig. S2 in the Supporting Infor-

mations). One can see that the band gap in the electronic spectrum of the graphene π states

appears as a result of the “avoid crossing” mechanism involving the Pd 4dz2 states. In its turn

the respective Pd band is a simply quantum well state (QWS) which is formed in the Pd

layer sandwiched between a graphene layer and the Ir(111) substrate. This state can be also

recognised in the band structure of the intermediate system - Pd/Ir(111) - where it appears

in the energy-k-vector window of the electronic structure of the Ir(111) slab which is located

around the K-point of the respective substrate-related Brillouin zone (Fig. 1 (d)).29 As can

be also seen this state is strongly spin-split due to the large spin-orbit interaction in Pd.

The respective interaction between graphene and Pd layer at the relatively short distance

between two layers of 2.363Å leads to the appearance of the corresponding induced spin-

orbit splitting of the graphene π bands as was discussed earlier. Contrary to the previously

discussed cases on the possible observation of the induced spin-orbit splitting in graphene,

here two factors favour the observation of such effect in the experiment: relatively small dis-

tance between graphene and Pd and the hybridization of the valence band states from two

layers, graphene π and Pd 4dz2 QWSs, which appears close to the K-point of graphene and in
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the vicinity of EF . Here we would like to emphasise that the present theoretical predictions

are made on the basis of the DFT calculations for fully-relaxed geometry of the considered

system without any structural simplification and artificial reduction of the distances between

graphene and metal.

The predicted effects on the induced spin-orbit splitting of the graphene π states are

confirmed in our ARPES experiments. As was described earlier, the gr/Pd/Ir(111) system

was prepared via intercalation of thin Pd layer. Since the high quality growth of well aligned

graphene requires typically high temperatures at which single atomic layers on metals are

normally not stable30 we proceeded by intercalation to reach the desired system. To promote

Pd intercalation, the graphene layer has been grown on Ir(111) by temperature programmed

growth (TPG) up to a coverage of 85%. With such a procedure the Ir(111) surface is covered

by a high quality percolating graphene layer in which a high density of nanometric holes are

left.31 The resulting graphene layer is well aligned with the substrate with the expected moiré

pattern induced by the Ir and graphene lattice mismatch.32 The presence of holes is expected

to facilitate intercalation of external species from the graphene flake edges.33–35 Fig. 2 (a,b)

shows STM images of the sample after intercalation of 0.4ML and 0.9ML of Pd. It can be

immediately seen that the apparent corrugation of the moiré pattern changes from about

0.1Å for gr/Ir(111) to 0.5Å in the case of gr/Pd/Ir(111) (Fig. 2 (c)). After the deposition

of a complete layer of Pd the system recovers a homogenous corrugation of about 0.5Å

(compared to the theoretical value of 0.73Å obtained in our DFT calculations). Since such a

corrugation has been seen to be independent on the tunneling parameters (tunneling current

and bias voltage) we expect the real corrugation value to be not very different from the one

measured by STM.36,37 Moreover, according to our calculations, the graphene-Pd interaction

(125meV/C-atom) is stronger than the graphene-Ir one (79meV/C-atom) ensuring that

the enhanced amplitude of the moiré pattern is due to the Pd intercalation, which grows

pseudomorphic on the Ir substrate.38–40 Several nanometric wrinkles develop on the graphene
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Figure 2: (a)-(b) STM images (white scalebar 10 nm) of the Pd intercalated system after
0.4ML and 0.9ML respectively. Ir step edges, graphene wrinkles and the different regions
of the images are indicated (UT = 1V, IT = 1nA) . Inset of (b) shows LEED pattern
(70 eV) after one ML Pd intercalation under graphene grown by TPG until 85% coverage.
(c) Apparent height profiles taken along the blue and green lines (green shifted for clarity)
shown in figure (a) and (b) respectively.
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surface. Following previous works on the intercalation of materials strongly interacting with

carbon atoms, we attribute the presence of wrinkles to stress relief in the graphene layer.35,41

After one ML Pd intercalation, as expected, the LEED diffraction pattern of gr/Pd/Ir(111)

results very similar to the one of pure graphene on Ir(111) and no variation of the in-plane

lattice parameters have been detected within our resolution (inset of Fig. 2 (b)).
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Before addressing the graphene electronic properties we focus our attention on the elec-
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tronic structure of the 1MLPd/Ir(111) system. With the chosen growth conditions Pd grows

pseudomorphic to the Ir substrate as demonstrated by the LEED diffraction pattern in Fig.

S3 of the Supporting Informations where only the six spots corresponding to the Ir(111)

surface are visible. Since the goal of the present work is to address the electronic properties

of the graphene layer, then the ARPES data are presented along the Mgr −Kgr −KIr − Γ

direction of the Brillouin zone as depicted in the inset of Fig. 3 (a), i. e. the region where the

Dirac cone of graphene is expected. Here the electronic structure of the Ir(111) substrate,

as measured in ARPES experiment and shown in Fig. 3 (a), has conveniently a band gap

and 3 surface states, indicated as S1, S2 and S3.42 Upon 1ML Pd deposition, two emission

lines, which were identified in our DFT calculations as a spin-orbit split QWS, develop in the

band gap (Fig. 3 (b)). Those low dispersing states are situated between E − EF = −0.5 eV

and E − EF = −1.0 eV in the measurement region. As expected their interaction with the

Ir surface states is quite strong producing a shift of few hundreds of meV for the S3 state.

The energy splitting between two components of the observed Pd-induced QWS goes from

170meV at the gr K point to 120meV at the Ir K point. For comparison, Fig. 3 (c) show the

spin resolved DFT calculations of 1MLPd/Ir(111) system in the reciprocal space region close

to that of Fig. 3 (b), around KIr, showing the excellent agreement between the experimental

and theoretical results.

The results of the ARPES measurements for gr/Ir(111) and gr/Pd/Ir(111) are compared

in Fig. 3 (d) and (e) along the same direction highlighted in Fig. 3 (a). The band dispersion

of our TPG graphene is identical, within our resolution, to the one of a full graphene layer on

Ir(111).42–44 The high spectral intensity close to the Dirac point is due to the superposition

of the Dirac cone and the S1 Ir surface state, which spectral weight is strongly enhanced in

our measurements conditions (see Fig. 3 (a)).

Upon Pd intercalation, strong modifications of the system band structure with respect

to the one of graphene on Ir(111) and Pd on Ir(111) are immediately evident. The band
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dispersion along the Mgr − Kgr − KIr − Γ direction of the Brillouin zone can be analyzed

considering three energy regions in which several electronic states are present. The first

one of E − EF = −1.5... − 0.7 eV presents hole like dispersing states with apex at the Kgr

point at E − EF = −0.7 eV. The second one of E − EF = −0.5... − 0.3 eV shows a rather

flat sets of states that traverse the reciprocal space, and finally a high electronic density

can be found at the Fermi level located at Kgr. It is evident that in the first two energy

regions the electronic states present a rather complex band dispersion. Comparing the states

from the first region with the results of our DFT calculations presented in Fig. 1 (a zoom

in the same energy and reciprocal space window of the experimental results is shown in

Fig. 3 (f) for comparison) we can identify these states as spin-orbit split graphene-derived

π bands in gr/Pd/Ir(111). For this purpose, we show three electron distribution curves

(EDCs) in Fig. 4 (a) (black dashed lines) corresponding to the momentum highlighted by the

three white arrows in Fig. 3 (e). From the comparison of these curves it is evident that the

graphene-derived π band has indeed two components. Although the same analysis is more

difficult for the low dispersing state in the second energy region, we can identify a two-states

structure along the Mgr − Kgr far from the graphene K point (see profile I in Fig. 4 (a)).

In order to quantitatively evaluate the presence of a doublet of electronic states we fit the

EDCs, in the momentum region highlighted by the black arrows in Fig. 3 (e), with a double

Gaussian function summed with a linear background. Examples of such fitting procedure

are given in Fig. 4 (a) where the green curve represent the fitted function while red and

blue curves correspond to its two components. The resulting Gaussian peak positions are

shown in Fig. 4 (b). For sake of simplicity only the error bars corresponding to the three

profiles shown in Fig. 4 (a), are presented. For the graphene-derived π band we can detect

two separated electronic contributions along the Mgr −Kgr −KIr − Γ in a region of about

0.3 −1 centered at the Kgr point. This energy separation reaches more than 200meV and it

is strongly reduced at the graphene K point. The situation of the low dispersing state is
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rather more complex. While in the majority of the considered reciprocal space points the

two components lies within the error bars, we can detect a clear 200meV energy separation

along the Mgr −Kgr direction at about 0.15 −1 from the Kgr point.

The comparison between DFT simulations and ARPES experiments allow us to point out

two fundamental properties of the gr/Pd/Ir(111) system. Firstly, as was discussed earlier, the

graphene π band possess spin-orbit splitting with a momentum dependent energy separation.

This is a crucial aspect which allows us to identify induced spin-orbit coupling by direct

hybridization, as the leading mechanism for the transfer of the strong spin-orbit interaction

from Pd to carbon atoms. Secondly, the high electronic density located at Kgr at the Fermi

level (Fig. 3 (e)) corresponds to the π∗ graphene-derived state showing therefore the opening

of a large bandgap, of about 600meV, in the graphene band structure.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that a strong spin-orbit splitting can be induced in

graphene π state by its interaction with 1ML Pd on Ir(111). After intercalation of Pd

in gr/Ir(111), two fully spin polarized Pd-derived QWS develop in the momentum-energy

region of the graphene Dirac cone. As shown in our DFT calculations this spin splitting of the

Pd QWS is a result of the strong induced spin-orbit interaction at the Pd/Ir(111) interface.

The resulting band structure of gr/Pd/Ir(111) demonstrates that graphene is strongly n-

doped and the energy gap of 600meV appears in the dispersion of the π band at the K

point. The graphene Dirac cone strongly hybridizes with the spin-split Pd-derived QWS

in the gr/Pd/Ir(111) intercalated system that leads to the significant spin-orbit interaction

transfer to the graphene π states. As a result, the band dispersion of these states around

the K point and in the vicinity of the Fermi level demonstrates a momentum dependent

spin-splitting reaching values higher than 200meV. The strong hybridization is confirmed

by DFT calculations which reproduces the system band structure and spin topology of the

electronic states of graphene, considering a realistic average Pd-C distance. These results

demonstrate that the proposed approach on the tailoring of the dimensionality of heavy
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materials interfaced with a graphene layer might lead to the induced giant spin-orbit splitting

of the graphene valence band states. In fact, spin-polarized quantum well states exist in

several other systems45–48 and might exist for other single atomic layers on surfaces. If

graphene hybridizes with such QWSs, the induced spin-polarization in the graphene valence

band could be even stronger than what reported here. The same approach can be also

extended to other two dimensional materials which, once interfaced with systems owning

spin-polarized quantum well states, could exhibit a wide range of novel quantum mechanical

properties.
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